Dear Parents,

Kindly note the following points:-

❖ **Celebrations:**
  * Palkhi Celebration is scheduled on Tuesday, 8\(^{th}\) July. (Children may come dressed up as warkaries and carry the palkhi.)
  * Gurupoornima - Monday, 14\(^{th}\) July. (Children may bring only flowers for the teachers.)

❖ **Holidays:**
  * Ashadhi Ekadashi- Wednesday, 9\(^{th}\) July.
  * Ramjan Id-Tuesday, 29\(^{th}\) July.
  * Month end - Thursday, 31\(^{st}\) July.

❖ **Other Instructions:**
1. Hence forth on every Friday, test on Language & Numbers would be conducted for Sr. K.G. students only.
2. Project evaluation-
   Jr.K.G. is scheduled from 24\(^{th}\) July to 28\(^{th}\) July. (Topic- Animals and birds.)
   Sr. K.G. students is scheduled on 3\(^{rd}\) and 4\(^{th}\) July. (Topic- Community Helpers)
3. Month end meeting would **not** be conducted for July, 2014.
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